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What are the rules? 17 Football Laws Explained Football Rules and Regulations are supported and updated annually by the International Football Association Council (IFAB). The Council has eight members, four of whom are MEMBERS of FIFA and the remaining four are from England, Scotland, Northern Ireland and
Wales - all countries that have contributed to the development of the sport. Fifa's most recently published rule book is 140 pages long, which is a bit ambitious for a casual player who is just getting to know the game. For this reason, we have prepared a simplified version below that should allow you to learn the basic
rules of football. It is also important to note that while FIFA publishes an established set of rules, they are often modified by national and regional leagues and organizations. With this, you have to make sure that you ask with your coach, other players or the league manager regarding any rules that deviate from the norm.
They are: Act 1: The play Soccer field can be played on grass or artificial turf, but the surface should be green. The field should be rectangular in shape and clearly marked by two short goal lines and two long touch lines. The field is divided into halves, separated by half a line that runs from the middle of each touch line.
In the middle of the line halfway is the marked central point, surrounded by an aligned central circle with a radius of 10 yards. Opposing players are not allowed in this circle during the team's kick-off match. The length of the touchline should be longer than the length of the goal line. Length: Touch line: Minimum 90
meters (100 yards), max 120 meters (130 yards) Width (goal line): Minimum 45 m (50 yds), max 90 m (100 yds). At each end of the field is an eight-yard goal, concentrated along the goal line. Six yards from each goal post along the goal line and six yards in the box (perpendicular to the goal line) is the goal box.
Expanding 18 yards from each goal post along the goal line and 18 yards in the box (perpendicular to the goal line) is a free kick. Each of the four corner fields has a five-foot-tall corner flag. Law 2: A ball of football must be spherical in shape and made of leather or other comparable environment. Its circumference should
range from 27 to 28 inches. This rule applies only to official sanctioned matches, as youth leagues often use a smaller ball that is better suited to children. Law 3: The number of player matches usually played by two teams is 11 to the side. The goalkeeper included a total of 11 players. If the team cannot how much at
least seven players on the pitch at the match The game is forfeit. Teams with fewer than 11 people can often be seen in youth leagues, where small teams are used as a development tool. FIFA-sanctioned matches are usually limited to three substitutions per match, with the exception of friendly matches. Most youth
leagues allow an unlimited number of substitutions, which must also be listed on the playing card before the start of the match, otherwise these players are not eligible. Replacements can only enter halfway, after the approval of the referee, and after the player has been subbed left the field. The goalkeeper can be
replaced with someone on the field or any suitable replacement on the bench during the stoppage of the game. Law 4: Equipment players All players must wear a jersey, shorts, shin guards, socks and cleats. Socks should completely cover the shins of the guards. If the referee finds the player's equipment unsatisfactory,
the player may be sent until the problem is fixed. Law 5: Referee referee is an authority on the field and his word is the law. If you doubt the referee's decision, you can be disciplined further just for dissent. Law 6: Assistant Referee Assistant Referees are primarily responsible for assisting the referee in carrying out his
duties - this includes signaling with the flag when the ball is playing, when the player is disturbed, or when the player is in an offside position. Law 7: The duration of a football match A consists of two 45-minute halves, with additional time added for each at the discretion of the referee. The halves are separated from half
the time, not exceeding 15 minutes. The extra time usually corresponds to the arbitrator's definition of how much time was taken due to substitutions and injuries. The amount of extra time is announced and displayed on half of the line at the end of each 45-minute period. While football has a allotted time limit, it is
ultimately up to the referee on when to finish the match. Law 8: Starting and restarting Play Kick-off is usually determined by a coin toss, under which the winning team can either start with the ball or choose which target they would like to attack. The losing team is given any choice that the winner does not choose. The
start takes place at the beginning of each half, and after each goal scored, and is taken in the center of the middle of the line. If the team scores a goal, the opponent's team is given a start to resume the match. Law 9: The ball is in and out of the game ball out of play when it completely crosses either the goal line or the
touch line. It is also offside if the referee stops the game for any reason. If, for any reason, the ball hits the goal frame or referee and stays within the goal line and touch, it is still in play. Law 10: Method scored a goal when the whole ball crossed goal line within the goal. At the end of the match, the team with the greatest
goal is the winner, except for the indirect need for extra time. Law 11: Offside When an attacking player gets the ball while on his opponents' half, he must be level or second to the last defender (the latter is usually the goalkeeper). However, this rule applies only if it participates in the play. To better understand the offside
rule, please see the guide section for a more detailed explanation. Law 12: Fouls and misconduct Direct free kick is awarded when the player: Strikes or attempts to hit the opponent's trip trip or attempts to travel the opponent Jumping on the enemy Charges of the enemy Strikes or attempts to hit the opponent Pushes
Tackles the opponent keeps the opponent spit on the opponent handles the ball intentionally If any of them fouls are committed by the player in the penalty area of their team. Indirect penalty kicks are awarded if the player: Plays in a dangerous manner Prevents the progress of the opponent prevents the goalkeeper from
releasing the ball from his/her hand commits any other non-commitable crimes yellow cards are awarded as a warning or warning to the player and can be issued for the following offenses: Unsportsmanlike conduct of dissent in a word or persistent violation of the laws of the game Delaying the restart of the game or
throwing or re-entering the field of play without the permission of the referee intentionally leaving the field of play without the permission of the referee Red cards are used to send the player off the field , and can be issued for the following offense: Serious foul play Violent behavior spit on the opponent or any other
person, denying the opposing team goal or obvious goal scoring the possibility of intentionally handling the ball (the goalkeeper is the exception) denying the obvious goal scoring opportunity the opponent moves to the target player's offense , Punishable free kick or penalty Use of offensive or offensive expressions
and/or gestures Getting a second caution (yellow card) in the same match Act 13: Free kicks free kick is violated into two categories, direct and indirect. A direct shot can be fired directly at the opponent's goal without touching another player. An indirect free kick is indicated by the referee raising his hand during the kick.
An indirect kick can only hit the goal if he has been subsequently touched by another player before he enters the goal. The ball should be stationary for both types of strokes. Law 14: Penalty kick penalty kicks are awarded either when a defensive player violates an attacking player or handballs in his team's penalty area.
Penalty in the penalty area, and all players of both teams must remain outside the penalty area during the shot. They can enter the box as soon as the shot is fired. The goalkeeper can move horizontally along the goal line before the shot, but he can't get off the line until the ball is hit. Law 15: Throw-in is awarded when
the possessing team plays the ball over the touchline. Taking the throw, the player must release the ball with both hands at the same time and keep both legs firmly planted on the ground. If these conditions are not met, the game stops and throws is given to the opposing team. Players are not allowed to score
immediately after throwing in. Law 16: The goal of a Kick A goal kick is awarded when an offensive team plays the ball outside the goal line of a defensive team. Once the ball is offside, the defender or goalkeeper can place the ball anywhere in the six-yard field goal and kick the ball back into the game. Law 17: A corner
kick is awarded to an offensive team when a defensive team plays the ball beyond their own goal line. The ball is placed in the corner zone and bounced back into the game by the attacking team. Players can score straight from a corner kick. Blow. fifa soccer rules of the game. fifa futsal rules of the game. fifa 17 rules of
the game. fifa new rules of the game. fifa rules of the game 2020. fifa rules of the game handball. fifa rules of the game penalty kick. fifa rules of the games
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